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KUWAIT: Kuwait Telecommunications Company -
stc, a world-class digital leader providing innovative
services and platforms to customers, enabling the
digital transformation in Kuwait, announced the
launch of its latest solution, TURBONET, a product
developed with the latest state-of-the-art technolo-
gy capable of delivering fixed internet speeds. TUR-
BONET will be available to both new and existing stc
customers with monthly plans starting at just KD 25
for 25Mbps going up to KD 60 for 100Mbps, in
addition to a complete mesh WiFi solution and out-
door router that guarantees maximum home cover-
age at no additional cost.

stc released a statement indicating that the new-
to-market internet solution is designed to provide
users with a consistent and stable connection with
speeds reaching up to 100Mbps covering all of
Kuwait. TURBONET is engineered using an innova-
tive technology that allows seamless connectivity
with consistent speeds that are not compromised
even by the harshest weather conditions. Aside from
withstanding weather conditions, TURBONET can

provide gamers with steady internet speeds enabling
them to enjoy an uninterrupted and high-quality
experience playing the latest games. As for stream-
ing, downloading and other online requirements,
TURBONET utilizes stc’s strong network to enable a
perfectly coordinated end-
to-end experience. With
the complimentary outdoor
router and mesh WiFi solu-
tion offered with free
installation upon subscrib-
ing to TURBONET, cus-
tomers can enjoy the same
fixed speeds in different
areas and floors inside
their homes.

Commenting on the
launch of the internet solu-
tion, engineer Nasser Al-Saadoun, Chief Consumer
Officer at stc, said, “Following our commitment and
our role as a digital pioneer, stc is proud to present
TURBONET to its valued customers. We launched

this solution to target customers across the country
who demand unlimited internet usage at high consis-
tent speeds to satisfy their entertainment, gaming,
personal or business related online needs. Currently
stc has the largest network coverage area in Kuwait

and we aim to further ele-
vate our customers’ online
journey with a high-speed
internet connection they
can rely on through this
revolutionary solution.”

Al-Saadoun added, “stc
heavily invested in build-
ing a solid infrastructure
capable of withstanding
higher usage capacities,
introducing innovative
solutions complimented by

the latest technology and offering a wider range of
products and services that cater to our diverse cus-
tomer base. To ensure convenient access to all our
products and services, customers can take advan-

tage of this promotion by
visiting one of stc’s
branches, our website
(www.stc.com.kw), or
through the mystc App.”

It is worth mentioning
that in its pursuit to widen
its offerings and introduce
new-to-market products,
stc recently launched its
“Always On” service under
its postpaid plans. The
added service permits
users to always remain
connected to the internet, allowing continuous
breakthrough connectivity. stc has also eased the
switch from 4G to 5G for its customers allowing
them to enjoy ultra-high 5G speeds at their conven-
ience. These features come as an additional initiative
taken by stc to efficiently utilize its resources and
introduce new solutions that take advantage of its
strong network.

ABK launches 
‘Refer a Friend’ 
program 
KUWAIT: As part of its dedication to enhance cus-
tomers’ banking experience, Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait
(ABK) recently announced the launch of its new ‘Refer a
Friend’ Program, which will run through to Dec 31st
2020.  The newly launched program aims to incentivize
existing customers to share the benefits of the banks’
exceptional services with their family and friends.
Through the ‘Refer a Friend’ program, existing ABK cus-
tomers can receive up to KD 75 per friend referred,
provided they successfully open a salary account with
the bank during the period of the offer.

The scheme, which is available to Kuwaiti and expa-
triate customers working in the public and private sec-
tors, is split into Prestige and Elite Programs. Customers
can refer their family & friends to the bank’s ‘Refer a
Friend’ program though ABK’s website. The Prestige
salaried customers program, mandates a minimum
monthly salary of KD 1,000 or above, in order for the
referred and the referrer be eligible for the KD 50 each. 

For Elite salaried customers, the referred and referrer
get KD 75 each, if the new client has a minimum monthly
salary of KD 2,000 or above.   The bank has no cap on
the maximum number of successful referrals a referrer
can make. The introduction of this program will help
new/existing customers earn extra cash. Through this ini-
tiative, ABK aims to provide a more inclusive customer
experience, creating a stronger relationship with its cus-
tomers as well as their close ones. Additional benefits of
friends and family banking with ABK is the chance to also
enter monthly draws to win their salary back as part of
the bank’s salary campaign.  Alongside this, ABK has one
of the best credit cards in the region, whereby customers
can earn air miles on Emirates Air every time they spend. 

Reliable, fast and stable home connectivity with speeds reaching up to 100Mbps

stc launches unlimited fixed-speed
internet solution ‘TURBONET’

Emirates airline 
says returned 
$1.4 bn in refunds
DUBAI: Emirates, the largest airline
in the Middle East, said yesterday it
had so far returned $1.4 billion in
refunds to customers amid sharply
reduced global travel due to the
coronavirus pandemic.  “Emirates
reveals that is has returned over 5
billion dirhams in Covid-19 related
travel refunds,” the aviation giant
said in a statement. 

“More than 1.4 million refunds
requests have been completed since
March, representing 90 percent of the
airline’s backlog.”  The Dubai-based
carrier posted 1.1 billion dirhams
($288 million) in net profit for the

financial year ending March, up from
$237 million the previous year.

It was the 32nd straight year of
profit for Emirates, but the sharp
downturn in global travel in 2020 may
result in a loss.  Emirates said it serves
80 destinations — down from 157
before the pandemic — but has grad-
ually been expanding its network
again after Dubai eased travel restric-
tion to revive its tourism industry. Its
chief operating officer, Adel al-Redha,
said last month that the airline expects
to resume flights to all “network desti-
nations” by summer 2021. 

The airline has announced several
rounds of layoffs, without disclosing
numbers.  Before the virus hit,
Emirates employed some 60,000
staff, including 4,300 pilots and nearly
22,000 cabin crew, according to its
annual report.

Tourism has long been an econom-
ic mainstay of Dubai, which welcomed
more than 16 million visitors last year.

Before the pandemic, the aim was to
reach 20 million this year. —AFP

US stock market 
surge may run into 
scary September
NEW YORK: A scorching stock market
rally that pushed the benchmark S&P 500
to its best August in more than 30 years is
entering what is historically the most
volatile two-month stretch of the year,
increasing the likelihood of market turbu-
lence in the final stretch before the US
presidential election. So far, investors who
bailed on the US stock market due to the
economic toll of the coronavirus pandemic
and increasing unemployment have paid a
price. The S&P 500 is near record highs
and up 7 percent year-to-date, including
an 11.5 percent gain since the start of July.

The S&P 500 logged one of its few
significant declines since the start of sum-

mer on Thursday, falling 3.5 percent as
investors dumped high-flying, technology-
focused stocks - sending the market’s fear
gauge, the CBOE Market Volatility index,
near a 10-week high.

Thursday’s declines may be a preview
for a rocky next two months as institution-
al investors return from summer vacations
and refocus on the potential economic pit-
falls in the year ahead, fund managers and
strategists said. “Historically, you see low
trading volumes in the summer and low
information processing. That has been true
this year as well,” said Jonathan Treussard,
partner at Research Affiliates. “I can
assume that on the back of pretty severe
mental exhaustion from the first half of the
year, a lot of people tried to unplug and
are starting to get serious again now.”

Overall, the S&P 500 has fallen by an
average of 0.5 percent in September
since 1944, the largest decline of any
month, and fallen on average during each

election year over that span, according to
research firm CFRA. The largest average
losses have come in cyclical stocks
including auto parts, steel and semicon-
ductors. The best-performing months
have been April and December. October
has notched the deepest historical
declines of any month in both the S&P
500 and the small-cap Russell 2000,
with the S&P 500 falling 21.8 percent
and the Russell down 30.8 percent in
1987, according to CFRA. Among key
events that investors are watching for this
month is the Federal Reserve’s policy
meeting to discuss potential further steps
to support the economy on Sept. 16, the
central bank’s last meeting before the
November elections.

A breakdown in negotiations between
congressional Democrats and the White
House for another economic stimulus bill
may further increase volatility at a time
when the S&P 500 is trading near its

highest valuations since the late 1990s
tech boom, said Sam Stovall, chief invest-
ment strategist at CFRA. US House of
Representatives Speaker Nancy Pelosi
said Tuesday that “serious differences”
remain between Democrats and the
White House over coronavirus relief leg-
islation. Following the death of more than
184,000 people in the US from COVID-
19, there could be increased fear of a
new wave of the coronavirus. The New
York City school system, the country’s
largest, this week pushed back its open-
ing day in order to put more health
measures in place.

In addition, the concentration of gains
in a handful of tech stocks such as Apple
Inc and Amazon.com Inc leaves the market
at a greater risk for a deep sell-off as
uncertainties over the presidential election
rise, said Charlie Ripley, senior investment
strategist for Allianz Investment
Management. —Reuters
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Gulf Bank announces 
winners of Al-Danah 
weekly draw 
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held its weekly draw on 6th September
2020 announcing the names of the winners for the week of
30 August  - 3 September 2020. The weekly draw consists of
five winners who receive KD 1,000 each, every week.

The winners this week are:
Jawad Husain Mohammed Abdul reda
Hanan Hussein Said Atah Abdulwahab
Danah Adel Eissa Alabduljaleel
Mohammed Yasser Mohammed Ali Jazmatti
Dhiaa Abdulrahman Hamad Al-Hadlaq
Al-Danah is now offering its biggest prize yet, with an

annual draw prize of KD 1,500,000. The annual draw will
be held on 14 January 2021, and the last chance to deposit
into an Al-Danah account to participate is 30 September
2020.

Gulf Bank encourages customers to increase their
chances of winning with Al-Danah by depositing more into
their Gulf Bank accounts using the new ePay (Self-Pay)
service, which is available on Gulf Bank’s online and mobile
banking services. Al-Danah offers a number of unique serv-
ices to customers, including the Al-Danah Deposit Only
ATM card, which allows account holders to deposit money
into their accounts at their convenience. Account holders
can also calculate their chances of winning the draws
through the ‘Al-Danah Chances’ calculator available on the
Gulf Bank website and app. Furthermore, loyal Al-Danah
customers are rewarded with loyalty chances. Loyalty
chances are the total chances accumulated from the previ-
ous year, which are added to the customer’s chances the
following year. Therefore, the total chances earned by Al-
Danah customers in 2019, have been added to their 2020
chances, and the same process will take place in 2021, and
so on. Terms and conditions apply.

Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah account is open to Kuwaiti and
non-Kuwaiti residents of Kuwait. Customers require a mini-
mum of KD 200 to open an account and the same amount
should be maintained for customers to be eligible for the
upcoming Al-Danah draws. If the customer’s account bal-
ance falls below KD 200 at any given time, a KD 2 fee will
be charged to their account monthly until the minimum bal-
ance is met. Customers who open an account and/or
deposit more will enter the weekly draw within two days.
To take part in the Al-Danah 2020 quarterly and yearly
draws, customers must meet the required hold period for
each draw. 

AUB earns ‘Best 
Information Security 
and Fraud Management 
Kuwait 2020’
KUWAIT: In a new accomplishment to be added to
its record of achievements that strengthens its lead-
ing position in the banking industry, Ahli United Bank
(AUB) was named “the Best Information Security and
Fraud Management Kuwait 2020” by (Global
Finance) a renowned world-class business and
finance magazine. AUB was chosen for this Award
from among entries evaluated by a world-class panel
of judges at Infosys Technologies, a world leader in
consulting and Information Technology Services
before being reviewed by Global Finance’s editors
who are responsible for the final selection of all win-
ners. Only banks that entered the competition were
considered for awards. 

In selecting AUB for this Award, Global Finance
Magazine relied on certain criteria, most importantly;
the Strength of proactive strategy for system and net-

work security and protection, Active monitoring
towards fighting fraudulent operations and communi-
cations, Solid track record of staff and customer infor-
mation and communication safeguarding, Evidence of
tangible benefits gained from digital initiatives,
Supports multi-level authorization facility, Supports
data encryption is in place for high value/high volume
of transactions, Review security risk assessment, and
update the policies and procedures to confront new
online threats and Periodic alerts for customers to
check & follow the latest security recommendations to
protect their computers.

Commenting on this accomplishment, Jehad Saud Al-
Humaidhi, Acting CEO at AUB congratulated the team
that contributed to achieving this success, stressing that
winning this Award is an indication of AUB success in
implementing the best security information initiatives
and the best fraud management due to our advanced
systems and our professional team. Al-Humaidhi pointed
out that AUB gives top priority to cybersecurity and its
various solutions and has invested in this area in a
focused way due to the high priority this aspect has in
supporting various channels of banking operations.

From his side Ali khalf Al-Oud, Executive Manager-
Systems and Network Support, information technolo-
gy at AUB stated that the concern to protect the secu-
rity of information, management of fraud, preservation

of the data of all our customers and the security of our
transactions in accordance with the highest standards
is an urgent necessity that must be kept up with in a
continuous basis in order to avail the steady progress
in this field to detect and deter fraud attempts and
cybercrime, which are increasingly dangerous and tar-
geting the banking sector.

Al-Oud affirmed AUB’s commitment to assessing
and managing security risks and managing data, which
is reflected in maintaining the confidence of its cus-
tomers and maintaining its leading position.

Khaled Shaikh, Senior Manager - Information
Security at AUB said: One of our main objectives of the
bank is to provide its customers with a safe banking
experience that is resilient to cyber threats. As the
bank continues to expand its digital footprint, risks
associated with digital business are increasing in
quantity and complexity. It is more important than ever
that we continue to keep apprising our advanced
cyber defenses to safeguard the security of our sys-
tems thereby ensuring that our customers enjoy a
secure banking experience. Global Finance is a month-
ly magazine founded in 1987, with headquarters in
New York, and has a circulation of 50,000 copies in
188 countries. It has offices in all over the world. It is a
leading economic magazine in publishing specialized
economic reports and analyzes.

Samsung wins 
$6.6bn Verizon 
5G order
SEOUL: Samsung Electronics clinched a $6.6 billion
agreement to provide 5G network equipment to
Verizon in the United States, a regulatory filing
showed yesterday, expanding its presence in the
strategically crucial market.  The South Korean tech
giant said the massive deal was equivalent to 3.4
percent of its total worldwide sales last year, and a
“long-term strategic contract”.

Washington has banned US telecom firms from
using network equipment manufactured by
Samsung’s Chinese rival Huawei on security
grounds. Samsung Electronics is the flagship sub-

sidiary of the sprawling Samsung group, by far the
biggest of the family-controlled South Korean con-
glomerates that dominate business in the world’s
12th-biggest economy. The order comes after the
firm defied the coronavirus pandemic to post a 7.3
percent rise in second-quarter net profits thanks to
strong demand for memory chips. 

Samsung Electronics shares closed up 1.6 per-
cent yesterday. The US is considered behind other
countries such as China and South Korea when it
comes to deploying the potentially transformative
technology.

To catch up, Washington announced last
month that 100 megahertz of coast-to-coast
spectrum long reserved for the military would be
auctioned off to telecommunications firms for
use in 5G networks. 

First-generation mobile networks enabled
wireless phone calls, and the second generation
added texting.

Third-generation mobile networks could handle
more data, such as sending pictures and using basic
apps, while the current 4G networks can carry big-
ger loads such as streaming video. 5G networks are
touted as promising an exponential leap in the
amount and speed of wireless data, enabling
advances in self-driving vehicles, virtual reality,
connected health and more as sensors and servers
communicate instantly.  —AFP


